
The Shaking of Lucifer’s Kingdom
I submit this extract of a message by Scott Allen for your assessment and discernment:

“Recently I had a vision, and as the vision gradually came into view, I was on the beach with Jesus,
reclining next to Him. I asked Holy Spirit to show me more.

Then Jesus began to create something with His thoughts. In front of us, a cloud appeared about four
feet in diameter, which I knew was some kind of portal. Then to my amazement, I floated up while lying
flat, rotated headfirst and went into the cloud. Where was I going? What was on the mind of the Lord?

After a few minutes, I saw Jesus walking ahead of me on a clear day. He turned around, and with His
right hand He beckoned me to follow Him…

It wasn't long before we entered a large room. There were rows of what looked like some kind of
control  station.  One long table had several  control  consoles,  each with an office chair,  a  control
keyboard and a screen-type device. Jesus motioned for me to step up next to Him so I could see them
in more detail.

Each  "screen"  actually  looked  like  a  seismograph  that  scientists  use  to  measure  the  intensity  of
earthquakes. The writing needles on them were vibrating violently up and down with intense shakings.
One control console was labeled "Arts and Entertainment." The console next to that one was labeled
"Government"; then another, "Business and Economy." Yet another was labeled "Media," the next
"Education," the next "Family" and the next "Religion."

Jesus explained, "This is the mountain of the Lord, and this is the headquarters where We influence
nations and cultures. We have decided that now is the time for everything that can be shaken to be
shaken." … 

I noticed there was another screen on the right-hand end of the row of consoles. Its writing needle was
shaking a little bit but not very much. I wondered, What is this one? Knowing my thoughts, Jesus
turned toward the console, and a label appeared on it that said "Luciferian kingdom."

Jesus explained with a determined tone, "It is time for us to shake this kingdom. All those who secretly
worship Lucifer, drink blood, participate in occult rituals, operate in witchcraft, offer human sacrifices
to Satan, participate in pedophilia and human trafficking, start wars, release plagues ... all for power,
wealth and world domination ... these are about to be shaken."

Jesus pulled out the chair at the newly identified console and motioned for me to sit down. I could feel
a weight of responsibility and resolve as I settled into the chair. The control console had a big black
and silver control dial that had a scale written on it of 1 to 12… 

The dial was currently set between the 1 and 2 positions, and not much shaking was going on in the
Luciferian kingdom. Sitting on the desktop was something like a microphone to speak into. The top of
it swirled like a clear, clean cloud in a small sphere — something for the spirit realm, I guessed.

Jesus, still standing to my left, leaned down with one hand on top of the table and the other hand on
the arm of the chair I was in, looked me in the eye and asked, "Do you believe you are in Me?" I
immediately replied, "Yes, Lord." As soon as I spoke those words, Jesus stepped over me and sat down!
I was inside Jesus sitting in that chair! He became "see-through-ish" at that moment.

Then Jesus said, "Speak as I give you utterance." I turned and faced the console. Looking down at the
control dial on the desktop, I wanted to turn it up from a 2 to a 12 with my hand. Jesus said, "I want to
gradually turn it up to a 7 in this season. And no need to touch the dial; just face the console and
speak."

I opened my mouth and these words suddenly boomed out: "From where I am seated in Christ Jesus,
at the right hand of the Father, the Lord God Almighty says, 'The time has come for the Luciferian
kingdom to be shaken! I decree: Let the great shaking of all who worship Lucifer begin!'"
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As I spoke this, the writing needle on the control screen started shaking much more. I looked down and
the control dial had moved by itself up to a 3!

Immediately, I felt resistance in the kingdom of darkness, so [Jesus] continued to speak through me:
"Your sorceries and sacrifices will not help you! Your protection is removed! Let the shaking of the
Luciferian kingdom increase!" The needles on the screen started vibrating up and down with even
greater intensity and magnitude! I noticed the control dial moved up between the 3 and the 4. ” 1
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